
480 E. Easy St. Unit #4 
Simi Valley, Ca. 93065 

 

Installation Manual for: 
2007+ G35 / G37 Sedan 
"Cat Back Exhaust"  

 
Technical support: 

(805) 522-3278 
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-3 p.m. PST 

 
 
 
 

 



 
INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: 

 
4 - 7/16 x 1.5” BOLTS 

4 - 7/16” SHOULDER NUTS 
6 - 3/8 x 1.5” BOLTS 

6 - 3/8” SHOULDER NUTS 
2 - 2 BOLT GASKETS 
 2 - 3 BOLT GASKETS 

 
 
 
 
 

1)  Remove stock exhaust system and stock center brace underneath the center of the 
driveshaft tunnel. 
 
2)  Install Fast Intentions lead pipes first. They are the two S-shaped pipes with 2-bolt 
flanges on each end.  

 
The driver-side lead pipe will have 1 dimple on the edge of 
the flange. This dimple needs to be facing towards the front 
of the vehicle, inboard, and down towards the ground when 
installed. 
 
The passenger-side lead pipe has 2 dimples on the edge of 
the flange. These dimples need to be facing towards the 
front of the vehicle, inboard, and down towards the ground 
when installed. 
 
  
G35/37 SEDAN (X) ONLY: There may be a black 
counterweight bolted to the transmission mount. For the lead 
pipes to fit properly, you will have to remove this. (Some, but 
not all G35 Sedan X models have this. If your car does not 
have this counterweight, then proceed.) 

 
NOTE:  Once the lead pipes are installed, snug them up but leave them loose enough for 
adjustability. You will tighten them down later.  
 
3)  Install the driver-side muffler. To do so, use a lubricant inside the rubber exhaust 
hanger. This will allow the metal hanger on the exhaust to slide in easier. Repeat the 
process on the passenger side. 
 
4)  Bolt up the X-Pipe. The flanges on the front will only line up one direction, so if it is 
wrong then the X-Pipe needs to be turned over.  



 
NOTE:  For the front of the X-Pipe you will use the 4, 7/16” bolts along with the 4, 7/16” 
shoulder nuts.  For the rear of the X-Pipe you will use the remaining 6, 3/8” bolts along with 
the 6, 3/8” shoulder nuts. 
 
5)  Now that the entire exhaust system is installed, you may tighten it down. Start from the 
front and work your way towards the rear. Make sure the X-Pipe is level when tightening it 
down.  Put the level under the 2 tubes directly in front of the 3-bolt flanges in the rear of the 
X-Pipe.  Make sure the muffler cans are level and that the tip is centered in the cutout 
when tightening those down. 
 
6)  Once installation is complete, make sure you re-install the center brace underneath the 
driveshaft tunnel.   
 
NOTE: For 2.5” exhaust systems, you will not re-use the brace.  However, you will re-
install the hardware for the brace.   
 
 
NOTE:  It is recommended that you get at least 2 hot and cold cycles through the cat back 
to ensure longevity.  A hot and cold cycle consists of the following: 
 

 Completely warm the car up to operating temperature and then cool completely 
down.  By doing this, you will prolong the life of the internals within the mufflers and 
tips. 

 
 When the cat back exhaust system is brand new you will see some smoke coming 

out of the rear tips, as well as smell an odor.  Do not be alarmed, this is the bending 
grease inside of the exhaust tubing burning off.  As you start to put mileage on the 
exhaust system the smoke and smell will dissipate. 

 


